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INTRODUCTION 
ln the study of many electrochemical processes, such as, surf ace 
adsorption on electrodes, a simple, rapid, and relatively accurate coulo-
metar that will mea81.lre .01 to l.O coulombs, would be extremely ueetul. 
This project was commenced to investigate the feasibility ot an entirely 
different approach tor coulometric analysis for application in this range. 
Thi• new type of c:oulometer utilizes a colorimeter for detennining 
the amount of coulomba passed through a coulometer cell. Consa1&~ent17, 
any electrode proceH which of its own nature is color-producing, or a 
process which, in tum, can actuate a color indicator, is a potential 
reaction tor this colorimetric coulometer. 
There are three clasees of electrode reactions With these potenti-
alities. 'l'hey are: 
(I) A procaee in wbicb the color substance i• either produced or 
removed by oxidation or reduction at the electrode. 
(II) A process in which the solute, which subsequentl1 reacts to 
tom a colored substance, is either produced or removed. The solute 
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DlaJ be a metallic ion that i• either produced or dfposited or & 
gas that is generated. 
(III) A proceaa in which the solvent reacts at the electrode. 
In the case studied the pH ot water 11 altered' by the generation 
of hydrogen or oxygen. This pH change ia indicated by the color 
of an acid-base indicator. 
Of these three processes, the first is a primary reaction tor tha coulo-
meter, in that the colored substance itself is changed by oxidation or 
reduction at the electrode. The last two are secondary tor the passage 
of current is indicated by a reaction of one of the eleclrode products 
or reactants, as the caae may be, with a color indicator. 
In this investigation all three of the above possibilities were 
examined. With the lan two processes, color indicators had to be 
employed due to the inability ot the fundamental ele~rode reaction 
to act as a color-producer. The coulometric etticiency and reproduci-
bility of the reactions were studied, together with the effects of the 
variation of concentration of the color indicator and ite solvent. 
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HISTORICAL 
There are two claseea of caulometera, the electromechanical type 
and the chemical type. 'J:he elec\romechanicel type measures coulombs by 
the utilization of an ammeter with an integrating syats for measuring 
the amount of time. They range in eensitivit)' and response time from 
a ballistic galvanometer to the intricate recorders exemplified in a 
Sargent-Heyrovsky Model XXI polarograph. A few of the laboratory inte-
grating recorders are thoee designed by Bogan, Meites, Peters and 
Sturtevent1 ; Lingane and Jones2, and Shafter, Briglio and Brockman3. 
The chemical coulometera depend on the electrolytic deposition or 
dissolution of a chemical element.. Since this investigation involves 
the stud7 ot a nn approach to a chemical (Ooi.tlorneter rather than the 
study of the capabilities of an electro-mechanical system, the dis-
cussions, references end comparisons will be made with respect to 
chemical coulometera, henceforth, ref erred to simply as coulometers. 
l. Bogan, Meites, Peters end Striltevant, J. Am. Chem. Soc. lJ., 1584 (1951) 
2. Lingane and Jones, Anal. Chem • .22,, 1220 (1950) 
3. Shaffer, Briglia and Brockman, Anal. Chem. ~ 10~ (1948) 
Since the eetabliehment of the laws of electroysis by Faraday, a 
number of variou• type• of coulometers have been introduced. Their 
accuracy and experimental conditions for employment have been established 
by extensive investigation. J'or example, the number of coulombs required 
to liberate one equivalent of a substance, known as the Faraday, has been 
experimentall7 detennined with coulometers to the extent that its value 
is now limited by the known accura.cy of the atomic weights of the elements. 
Few coulometers, however, will measure easily one coulomb or less, due to 
the small amount of product yielded by one coulomb at the electrode. To 
illustrate, the silver coulometer produces onl7 l.1180 mg. of silver par 
coulomb, and therefore, a very sensitive balance with good analytical 
procedures is required. '?he oxy-hydrogen coulometer liberate• 0.17 41. cc. 
of gae per coulomb which is extremely difficult to meaaure with &nJ' 
accuracy in such a small quantity. 
The silver coulometer is the oldeat type, and is also regarded as 
the "standard" of coulometers •. Reliable measurements were made by Kohl• 
rausch in 1886 with a silver coulometer, but the first accurate measure-
ments were performed in 1908-1914. · Some ot the more notable investi-
gations describing its accuracy and conditions are that of Smith, Mather 
and Lo1'1')'4; Richards and Anderegg5 and Ro aa and Vinal 6. 
4. Smith, Mather and Lowry, Phil. Trana. (A) 207, 545 (19~) 
5. Richards, T •. w., and Anderegg, F. o., J. Am. Ch•· Soc. JI., 1 (1915) 
6. P.oaa and Vinal, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 3, 59-64 
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+ 
platinum cup 
• 
·Figure l 
The principal deeign of the silver coulometer i• as shown in Figure l. 
Variations in this design center around the use of different types of cups 
of a porous material 1eparating the anode and cathode; tor cloth, tilter 
paper, clay, porcelain, and glas• bave been utilized. These porous cups 
are employed to prevent one of the chief source• ot error, "anode slime". 
"Anode slime" is a term applied to the small particles of silver which 
tall from the anode during deposition. Other errors in the silver cou-
lometer involve the purity of the silver nitrate used tor the electrolyte. 
and the removal of all inclusions of water and silver nitrate in the 
electroplated silver. Repeated crystallization from acidified solutions 
followed by fu1ion, is the procedure recoDlllended tor the purification 
of the silver nitrate; while ignition to a redness of the deposited 
silver is required to insure rf:ll'.loval of all the inclusions. Under the 
proper conditions, reproducibility :to .001-.002~ ia possible with a 
silver coulometer. 
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Xistiakowsky7 cla;ims an accurac1 to within 0.1~ with a simplified 
f oim ot the silver coulometer. where the amount of silver removed bf 
the current in the anode comparizllent i1 dissolved into a potaBSium 
nitrate aolution and later determined volumetricellf • 
There are several ref erencee to eilver micro-coulometers in the 
literature utilizing a sensitive bale.nee to measure the 11111.all amount of 
deposited silver. Bose e.nd Conrat8 deposited silver on a thin platinum 
wire cathode with measurements as low as .229 coulombs witb an accuracy 
ot about 1%. Reavely and Gordon9 used amiorocoulometer that was a 
anall scalt design of the r•ar type silver coulometer. '?hair measure-
ments ranged between l.8-30 coulombs. One ot the beat methods proposed 
to allow measurements in the lower range is that of von Wartenberg and 
10hutaa10• Silver plated from the nonnal silver nitrate aolution haa 
a coarse grain etructure with a low adherence to the cathode. To circum-
vent this problem won Wartenberg and Schutze developed a bath which 
platea a !ine grain structure of silver. The bath is prepared b7 dis-
solving silver oxide in hydrofluoric and boric acids. 
Confirming evidence tor the value of the J'arada1 by the silver 
coulometer was obtained with the iodine coulometer by Washburn and 
BateJ.l. The iodine coulometer uses a dilute solution of potassium 
iodide as the electrolyte. The starting position for the iodine cou-
lometer ia shown in Figure 2. 
1 • Kistiakowsky, z. Elektrocham. •· U. 713 (1906) 
8. Bo88 and Conrat, Tecbn. Hochsch •• Dansig•Langfuhr 
9• Reevely. W. O., end Gordon. A. a •• Trans. lllectrochm. Soc. SJ.. 5 PP• 
10. von Wartenberg. H., and Schutza, H., z. Elektrochem. Ji, 2.54 (lCJ30) 
11. Washburn, E. w., Trans. Electrochem. Soc. ~ 3 PP• 
~ 
P.Otassium 
1 iodide 
concentrated 
potassium 
iodide 
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Figure 2 
At the bottom of the anode compartment there is a concentrated solution 
of patasaium iodide, while in the bottom of the cathode compartment there 
is a standardized solution ot iodine in concentrated potassium iodide. The 
passage of current through the coulometer liberates iodine in the anode 
compartment, while iodide ions are generated at the cathode. To deter-
mine the number of coulombs passed, a titration of the iodine With ar-
senioua a.cid mar be made from either the anode or the cathode. Washburn 
and Bates ·demonstrated that "within the limit ot error of the analysis 
the same amount of iodine ii formed from iodide ions at the anode as is 
11 
converted into iodide ions at the cathode". 
11. Washburn, B. w •• Trans. Blectrochem. Soc. ~ 3 PP• 
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In comparing the silver coulometer and the iodine coulometer, the 
foll0Wi12g features are pointed out: 
(l) The reproducibility of the two coulometers is about the same • 
• 001 to .002~. 
(2) The iodine coulometer does not require the •a•cial purification 
of materials neceHary for the ~Uver coulometer. 
(3) The number of grams liberated per coulomb is about the same with 
a mall adTentuge in favor of the iodine. 
(4) The iodine coulometer ii not affected by anode products or by 
inclulions. 
(5) '?he reaction of the iodine coulometer is reversible while the 
silver coulometer is not. 
(6) The manipulation of the silver coulometer is easier tor moderate 
precieion, however, for a high degree of accura07 both types are about 
equal. 
1or general laboratory use, the copper coulometer12• l3, l4 or the 
Oaf-hydrogen coulometer is recommended. 'l'he copper coulomater employs 
two copper electrodes immersed in a 81.ightlJ acid solution of cupric 
eultate. The copper liberated at the cathode i• weighed to determine 
the number of coulombs passed through th• cell. Careful enalyeie bJ 
R:l.chard11, Collin• and Beimrod12 illu11trated that the copper coulometer 
agnm with the silver coulometer to within 0.03%. 'l'here are two chief 
sourcea of error with the copper coulometer: 
12. Richarde, Colline, and Heimrod, Proc • .Am. Acad • .Ji, 123 (1899) 
13. Datta and Dhar, J. Am. Chem. Soc. ;a_, 1156 (1916) . 
14. Mathns, H. P. end Wark, I. w •• J. Hl;ys. Chan. Ji, 2345 (l93l) 
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(1) Copper tenda to oxidize in a neutral solution. 'rhia error is 
minimized by using a slightly acid solution with dissolved ethyl alcohol 
or tartaric acid to further hinder the oxidation. 
(2) The copper electrodes diBSolve, however, in an acid aolution 
ot cupric sulfate, especially in the presence ot oxygen. For precise 
work this error must be taken into consideration, but it can be re-
ducad b71 .using the coulometer at a low temperature and in an atmosphere 
of hydrogen. 
The oxy-hydrogen coulometer15 • 16 is one of the simplest to use. 
Figure 3 illustrates the coulometer of Lingane's design. 
sodium 
sulfate 
+ 
buret 
F,igure 3 
l). I..abgeidt>Phil.Mag.ll,, 61.4, 62l (i908) 
16. Lingane, J. J., J. hi. Chan. Soc. SJ. 1916 (1945) 
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The passage of current will liberate hrdrogen and oxygen at the 
electrode. The gas then dieplacea the electrolyte. pushing an equi-
velent amount of liquid up into the measuring column or buret. Allowing 
for the water vapor and the decreaee in volume of the water as the so• 
lution ie electrolyzed, one coulomb should liberate 0.1741 co. of gas 
at le 'r. P. 
The above f o\lr coulometers are the principal designs. Coulometers 
ot sodium. mercury, lead, aluminum, and vanadium have been employed. 
The sodium coulometazl.7 • l8 employs a fused electrolyte of sodium nitrate 
at 3400 c. The electrode& are two glass tubee conteining platinum wires 
inserted into cadmium at the cathode, end cadmium with a little sodium at 
the anode. With the passage of a current, sodium migrates into the glass 
at the cathode and out of the glase at the anode. The change in weight 
of the anode tube yields more accurate results than that of the cathode. 
Stewart obtained an accuracy better than 1:10,000 With a sodium cou-
lometer. 
MerCUl'J coulometerJ.9 have been used mailly for commercial appli-
cations where large quantities of electricit7 have to be measured (Figure 4). 
In this co\llometer the mercury is deposited on the carbon cathode from a 
mercuric iodide solution in potassium iodide. 'l'he mercury falls trom the 
cathode into the calibrated measuring tube. After the experiment the 
mercury maJ be returned to the anode reservoir by tipping the entire cell • 
.lm accuracy of 11' is claimed tor this type ot coulometer. 
17. Burt, l\. C. Phys. Rev. Sil• 813 (1926) 
18. Stewart, O. J •• J. Am. Chan. Soc. il• 3366 (1931) 
19. Schulte, z. llllektrochem. s:J., 745 (1921~ 
+ 
mer cu 
-u-
graduated 
--iube 
Figure 4 
One of the unique deaigna of a microcoulometer involves a mercury 
coulometer. Wileon20 measured quantitiea of electricity from a few 
hundred electrostatic units to one coulomb by observing the change 
in size of a mercury drop with a microscope. The mercury was deposited 
on the end. ot a fine platinum wire and ita spherical growth with the 
paBBage of current was measured. 
The lead coulometer waa investigated by Fischer, Thiele, and Maxted21 • 
20. Wilson, C. T. a., Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. !.2,, 345 
21. J'iacher. Thiele. and Maxted, z. Anorg. Chem. $J., 339 
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To obtain an adherent, unoxidized deposit lead salts ot hydrotluoboric, 
hydrofluosilicic, and p-phenolsulphonic acid• were employed. An accuracy 
comparable to the copper coulometer is claimed bf the authore. 
In the aluminum coulometer~2 a high-purity aluminum anode dissolves 
under the action ot the current in a sulfuric acid electrolyte at an 
efficiency ot about 100%. Large- currents can be measured with this type 
ot coulometer. 
A recent new type ot titration coulometer23 was devised on the anodic 
-t+ ++.J" ++...-
oxidation of VO to VO • The amount of VO produced at the anode is 
determined by a titration with f errou• ion. The authors state that an 
accuracy comparable to the 1ilver coulometer is obtainable. 'l'he principle 
of this coulometer wae proposed by MacNevin and Martin24• Improvemen't of 
the accuracy of the Faraday is poseible through an oxygen-transfer re-
action, web as, the venadiun oxide coulometer, since the atomic weights 
of the elements are taken relative to oxygen which is set at 16.oooo. 
The oxygen-tranefer coulometer will be based, theretore, on this atomic 
weight of oxygen, and future improvement of the laraday•a value will 
probably be attained through this type of coulometer. 
An unusual method for measuring coulombs without weighing the deposit 
was developed by Muller.25 This design consisted of an H-shaped cell with 
a platinum wire traversing the cathode chamber, and sealed at the top and 
bottom. The quantity of electricity was determined by the change in the 
resistance of the platinum wire due to the depoaition of ~•tel upon it. 
22. 'l'oaterud, M. and Mason, R. B., Trane. Electrochem. Soc.~ 6 PP• 
23. Syrokomskii, v. s., end Nazareva, T. I., Zhur. Anal. Khim. £,15 (1951) 
24. Ma.cNavin, W. Al., and Martin, G. lr., J. lhem. Ed. 2!.. 587 (1947) 
25. Muller, R., Physik. z. ll, 978 (1910) 
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EXPERIMENTAL umom 
The entire colorimetric coulometer with its measurement circuit 
is shown in the photograph, Figure 5. 
CO l.01UMETRIC COUU>METER 
A clinical type, Klett-Summerson colorimeter was used tor all the 
colorimetric determinations in this investigation. The coulometer was 
designed around one of the colorimeter• • sample tubes. To prevent inter-
ference ot the electrodes processee with each other. a design waa selected 
in which the electrodes of the coulometer were separated trom each other 
by a salt bridge. This half-cell arrangement with the electrode in the 
colorimeter tube is illustrated in Figure 6. Since the maximum diameter 
of the tube was 12 mm., ell the items for the half-cell were necessarily 
snell. 
The electrode and the stirrer were combined by the means of a ro-
tating electrode aasembly. A platinum wire (A) ~ used aa the material 
for the electrode. It was sealed in a glass tuba (B), as shown, in two 
places---one at the bottom of the tube, and the other near the center 
whe_re the platinum wire was bent into a zig-zag shape, end ~tation of 
the Wire provided ample agitation of tha solution in the colorimeter 
tube (c). 
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Mercury 
Bearing~ 
Platinum wire ( A ) 
Colorimeter tube ( C } 
---...... 
-is-
Rubber collar t'o 
- ho-ld magnet 
· -Tungsten lead 
( B } Glass tube 
-----
~ Salt bridge 
Figura 6 
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The bearing (D) for the stirring rod had an annular well at the top, 
and mercury was held in this well. The platinum wire after it emerged 
from the center o t the tube was bent backwards a.nd immersed in the mer• 
cury well. Continuous electrical contact was made between the mercury 
and platinum wire duricg rotation by this arrengement. The electrical 
contact to the mercury Pool was ~e by means ot a tungsten wire eealed 
through the outer wall ot the well. Thie mercury pool system is the 
customary a.ssembly tor a rotating electrode. 
Rotation ot the electrode could be accomplished in two ways: 
(1) The top ot the stirring rod could be permanently fixed to a 
rotating power source, such as, the shaft ot a stirrillg motor, or 
(2) It could be an easily detached coupling to the power source, 
8UCh as a pulley arrangement or a magnetic coupling. Since in this 
assembly, it was advantageous to remove the stirrer tor ea.ch measure-
ment from the colorimeter tube, th.a non-permanent type of coupling 
was chosen. A magnetic coupling was employed to rotate the stirring 
rod. A anall magnet (E) attached to the top of the stirring rod was 
rotated by the influence of en inverted magnetic stirrer. The stirring 
rod received ita vertical support from a flat washer (F) ::which acted 
as a thrust bearing. During rotation this flat waBher re ned on the 
top of the annular mercury wall. Vertical positioning o t the stirring 
rod was accomplished by a anall rubber sleeve (G) located above the 
flat wa&her. 
The salt bridge (H) was made ot 2.5 mm. glass tubing for the end 
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that wa• imnersed into the colorimeter tube. The dioJZleter of the salt 
bridge was increased to 6 mm. tubing about one inch away from the colon.-
meter tube to minimize the redstance of the bridge. The eel t bridge 
was prepared with a saturated aolution ot Potusi\.\m chloride in agar• 
agar. 
According to Beer' 11 law the. logarithm of the tranamittancr o t light 
through a solution is directly proportional to the concentration of the 
absorbing eolute. The scale for this Klett-Summerson colorimeter is 
marked in a logarithmic fashion, therefore, the colorimeter'• readings are 
directly proportional to the concentration of the aolute. 
To prevent an error from the absorption of light by the electrode 
wire, the electrode we• removed tor eaeh determination o t a reading of 
the colorimeter. Aleo, precautionary measure• were necessary tor the 
first halt hour of operation of the colorimeter, because there was a 
slight decreasing drift in the instrument'• aero. After a half hour, 
the zero velue ot the colorimeter was reasonablJ steady. 
ELECTRICAL COUlOME'l'ER MEASURING SYSTEM 
The electrical circuit u•ed to measure the quantitf of electricity 
paHed through the coulometer cell ie shown below. The number of coulombs 
45 v • 
...._._--+---tlll f---v"'riuvu---
1 
10 K 
~~~~~~--(Cell)~~~~ 
G.E. galv. 
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passed in the cell was obtained by a controlled current flow !or a 
measured amount ot time. 
A large resistor {60,000 to 150,000 ohms) was placed in series with 
the battery to reduce the current and to provide a stable current source. 
A large, variable resistor box (100,000 ohms) was placed in parallel with 
the cell to act as a bleeder resistor, therelJ, providing a means tor 
adjusting the current flow in the circuit arm of the cell to a constant 
Voll.le. The current was always passed through a dwrmy lea.cl (10,000 ohms) 
first, and then switched rapidly into the cell be!ore each measurement. 
The current in the cell was measured by a Genertll Electric galvanometer, 
(Cat. No. 320), which had been previously calibrated as a microammeter 
with several shunts (~8) for different ranges. 
OXY•COULOMETm 
A minature version o! Lingane's oxy-hydrogen coulometer was fabricated 
initially, however, the sensitivity of this instrument wae not great enough 
to allow its use as a criterion for the small quantities of electricity em-
ployed. 
WP.ARATION OF MATERIALS 
All the materials used in this investigation were the highest grade 
commerci&l.ly available. Standard solutions were prepored by weighing 
the compounds on an analytical· balance, and dissolv~g them in water 
purified by an ion-exchange resin in graduated volwnetric f laske. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In the Introduction, three classes of reactions are listed which 
summarize the possible electrode processe• that could be used !or a 
colorimetric coulometer. Thay are brie!ly (l) an oxidation-reduction 
proce~s, (2} an alteration ot the solute process, and (3) an altera-
tion of the solvent process. The Results and Discussions are divided 
here into these three sections for prepentation. 
• - I - -
OXIDATION•REDUCTION FROCESS 
The oxidation-reduction process was one of tha first possible cou-
lometer reactions that was investigated. The oxidation-reduction in-
dica:tora o! barium diphenylmine sultonio acid and sodium 2,6 dichloro-
benzene-one indophenol were tried. The normal oxidation ot the diphenyl-
amine dye proceeds from the colorle5s state to a violet, passing rapidlJ 
through en insoluble green precipitate. 
diphenylamine 
eul.f onio acid 
(color le SB) 
oxidant ~ diphenylbenzidine (green insoluble) 
irreversible sulfonic acid 
H oxidant 
diphenylbenzidine violet 
eulf onic acid 
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It waa tound that the electroly11c oxidation of the dye stopped at 
the insoluble green !orm, therefore this reaction was not useful e.s a 
coulometer process. 
Sodium 2,6 dichlorobenzene-ona indophenol was the next oxidation 
indicator to be studied. A decided change occurred in the indophenol 
!rom the reduced blue to the oxidized pink fonn. .Further investigation 
ot this change, however, demonstrated that the color change was not 
due to the oxidation of the dye, but entirely due to a change in pH of 
the solution. When the eeme experiment was repeated in a Clark end 
Lube butter at a pH of 7.5, the color change did not occur. It was 
also observed that under these conditions, the electrolyzed indophenol 
precipi ta:ted out on the electrode. 
The sensitivity o! the indophenol to a pH change is indicative ot 
an oxidation-reduction indicator. It Hin is the oxidized !orm of an 
oxidation-reduction indicator, and In is the reduced form, the reaction 
i• expreHed by 
Hln -= In + H., + e 
In this system the potential acquired by an inert electrode, such as 
platinum, may be expre~sed as 
E - E o - ~T In Q.'Q. Q.Hi- (l) 
J Hin 
.. Eo _ RT l11. ...Qdu _ RT ln·a ,. (2) 
'f a.HI" 'f It 
It is readily recognized that the potential ot the system is dependent 
not only on the oxidized and reduced states, but also upon the hydrogen 
ion concentrlltion. A change of the hydrogen concentration resulting in 
an alteration of the potential o! only 0.03 volts on either side of the 
1° value will rei;ult in approximately the maximum. change in color that 
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iB detectable for the indicator.26 
The indophenol ws.s then tested in the buffer (pH : 7 .;) With a. 
sdution of dioxane of io;; by volume to raise the solubility of the 
oxidized state o! the indicator at the electrode. Preliminary re-
sults indicate that tbe oxidation o! the indophenol did occur, but it 
proceeded in an irregular and non-linear fashion. 
The reduction of potassium permanganate was the next reaction o! 
this clasB that was investigated. This electrolytic reduction did oc-
cur in the prescribed manner (Table l end Figure 7). The normality of 
the permanganate had to be determined with o-phenanthroline ferroui 
sulfa.ta as en indicator, since the color change of the permanga.rate 
wa• not great enough at this level in concentration for normal titra-
tions. It tjhould be pointed out that according to this standardization, 
2.774 coulombs should be required to reduce the permanganate. The curve 
of trial No. l indicates that 2.8 coulombs were necessary tor the total 
reduction of the permanganate, demonstrating that this reduction pro-
ceeded at approximately lOOf. current ef f'iciency. 
The ehape of the unusual two-step curve in trial No. 1 was ver-
ified later by a second electrolytic reduction of permanganate (trial 
No. 2). Although in the interim period between the two trials, the 
strength ot the permanganate had lowered, the general shape of the curve 
was repeated. Calculations based on the slopes of the two sections of the 
reduction curve (trial No. l) for the electron change, yield values of 6.2 
26. Glasstone: s., •Textbook of Physical Chemistry"• n. Van Nostrand co. 
Inc., Ney York, N. Y. 
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electrons neceesary tor the first straight portion, end 3.7 electrons 
tor the second. These rough velues ot 6 and 4, however, do not suggest 
any readily known intermediate, and therefore, the only conclusion on 
the electrolytic reduction of potassium pennanganate that can be drawn 
is that it proceede in a two-step fashion. 
The reduction ot potassium dichromate in an acid medium was also 
investigated, but no apparent change in the dichromate occurred. 
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TABLE l 
Reduction of Pota.od\m'l Permanganate 
Standardiaation 2!. !J2lutio9 ( o-phonanthroline ferrous sulfate indicator) 
Weight of sodium oxalate 
Mls. of lWnO 4 required 
Normality of KMn'.)4 
Sample l 
0.0120 g. 
Semple 2 
0.0117 g. 
Sample 2 is correct, eince it was known tbat the end point he.d been 
passed slightly in Semple l. 
CRµl.Ofetfjc Detem~pa~~a. 
.. - - -- - Trial l - - - - - - • ------ Trial 2 • - - - • • • 
Increments Total Colorimeter Increment• Total Colon.meter 
of coulombs ·coulombs readings of coulombs coulombs reading• 
passed passed paeeed 
0.0000 0.0000 338 0.0000 0.0000 318 
0.0678 0.0678 3.38 o.0069 0.0869 316 
0.1932 0.2600 327 0.1159 0.2028 304 
0.2318 0 • .(926 313 0.1159 0.3187 292 
o.26o6 0.7334 266 0.1449 o. 4636 284 
0.4347 1.2681 235 0.1449 o.6005 269 
o.0069b 1.3550 227 o.1449 0.7534 255 
0.3043 1.6593 181 0.1449 0.8983 237 
0.3478 2.1071 118 o.1449 1.0432 223 
0.4492 2.5563 42 o.1449 l.1881 202 
0.20~9 2.7592 :.22 0.1449 l.3330 176 
0.1449 l.4779 154 
o.1449 1.6228 127 
o.1449 l.7677 99 
0.1449 l.9126 72 
0.1449 2.0575 49 
0.1449 2.1924 27 
o.oo 69 2.2793 17 
0.1159 2.3952 ll 
a -- Green filter, transmission limite 520•580 millimicrons 
Trial No. 2 wae pertormed several days after No. in order to obtain 
confirmation of break observed in curve No. l Normnli ty of KMr.10 
dropped during this interval slightly due to decomposition 4 
b -- Uncertain value 
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• • II • • 
ALTMATION 0 F SOLUTE 
The first reaction of thia class that was studied was the generation 
of chlorine at the anode. From the coulometric titration with chlorine 
by Farrington and 5witt27, it was know that the generation of chlorin• 
at the anode proceeded at a 100% efficiency fwom a 2 N hydrochloric acid 
solution. Also, EllDl8 and Hauser28 proposed the uee of o-tolidine for 
the sensitive determination of free chlorine in an acid solution. 
With these two .facts in mind this reaction wae investigated, and 
a sensitivity el.most five times better than that of an acid-base in-
dicator method described laterwae obtained. Accuru.te determinations, 
ho\'lever, were impossible due to the inherent fading of the chlorinated 
indicator. For rough approximations where one place accuracy is suf fi• 
cient, this reaction would yield a possible sensitive method for deter-
mining a pulse current, provided, of course, that the colorimeter values 
for the o•tolidine were determined immediately. Although Ellms and Hauser28 
claim sufficient stability in color for a half-hour for the indicator, the 
fading tendency of the color ie too fast for any accurate work with this 
reaction. 
The dissolution and deposition of copper in a triethanolamine oolu-
tion were investigated. (Table 2 and Figure 8) The copper-triethanol• 
27. Farrington and Swift, .Anal. Chem. ~. 889 (1950) 
28. Ellms and Hauser, J. Ind. Eng. Chem. 2., 915 (1913) 
seine complex conforms to Beer• e le.w within the range de111ired trom O 
to 600 p.p.m. 29 The dissolution of the copper was conducted in a 
triethanolmnin• 1olution of 28.2~ by weight. A calibration curve wae 
determined.tor the copper in triethenolamine, and it indicated that this 
anode process was proceeding at 100~ efficiency approximately. For 
ex811lple, the colorimeter gave the value of 130 !or a concentration of 
copper that would have required 7.96 coulombs to dissolve. The cor-
reaponding experimental colorimeter reading shows a value of 140 for 
the seme number o! coulombs. 
The deposition of copper was also tried, but early results did not 
indicate this as a favorable reaction for a coulometric process. 
29. Yoe and Barton, Ind. Eng. Chem., Anal. Ed. ti, 456 (1940). 
Angdic Pi.s!Olution 
Increments o! 
Coulombe Passed 
0.290 
o.5ao 
0.870 
0.870 
l.912 
3.480 
Concentration of 
cueo 4.5H20 
13.64 g./L. 
2.92 g./L. 
l.03 g./L. 
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TABLE 2 
Anodic Dissolution of Copper 
To Wriethenolmnine Complexa 
Total Coulombs 
Paned 
0.290 
0.870 
l.740 
2.610 
4.522 
a.002 
Colorimeter 
Reading 
400 
270 
130 
Colorimeter Reading 
40 
55 
66 
95 
142 
Coulombs Required 
by Calculation 
--
22.57 
7.96 
]° -1 
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• • III • • 
ALTERATION 0 F SO LVE?-.1T 
The change in the pH of water by the removal of hydrogen or oxygen 
was the approach used in the study o! this third process, the alteration 
of the solvent. Acid-base indicator• presented one of the largest host 
of indioators for any one rea.ction, such e.a, the generation of hydrogen, 
chlorine, or a metal ion. In the subsequent discussion, the undisso-
ciated indicator molecule will be ref erred to as Hin and the anion as In·. 
'l'HYMOL BLUE (THYMOLSULFONEFHTHALEIN) 
:~~i~~ )~If+ 
WJ v-~"'3 
-,') c ~ 
oso.._o-
pt range 8 .o - 9. 6 
yellow to blue 
The data obtained with thyinol blue ie given in Tables 3 and 4, and 
Figures 9 and 10. In Figure 10, the colorimeter reading is plotted for 
the indicator as it increased trom the the yellow acid form to the blue 
base form. At the top of the curve, it ia known that the thyinol blue ie 
al.mo et canpletely converted,; to In•, while at the bottom or acid portion 
of the curve, the concentration of the In• present is easentially zero. 
Conreq,uently, if the indicator obeys Beer• 11 la and the proper filter is 
selected to analyze the colored In· content, the colorimeter readingsof 
the acid state will be independent of the concentration of the indicator 
since there is eo little In· present. The colorimeter readings will be 
eolely proportional to the In• for the entire neutralization curve with 
the proper filter and obedience to Beer' a law by the indicator. When 
the indicator has been completely neutralized, the readings will be equal 
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to the initial concentration of Hin. The reverae situation will exist if 
the ci~or abo srption is due to the Hin molecule instead o t the In-. That 
is, the colorimeter readings will be proportional to the concentration& 
of the acid state end independent of the concentrationa of the alkaline 
•tste when Hin is the abeorbing constituent. 
The tpymol blue system is a good example of the ideal situa.tion 
where the In• form is the only color absorbing state. The colorimeter 
value11 in Table 3 are ell approximately zero regardless of the Hin con-
centration, illustrating the tact that the colorimeter readings are pro-
portional to the minute concentrations of In-. Figure 9 illustrates 
the linear relationship between the colorimeter reading of the completely 
neutralized indicutor Plld the initial concentration of Hin. The Hin 
has been e•sentially convert~d to In· completely in the alkaline region 
of tbe dye, and ihie linearity should exist. 
To analyze !or the proper coulometric performance of the indicator, 
the following relationship was derived. This relationship assumes that 
the colorimeter value for either the acid or base state of the indicator 
is independent of the concentration. 
In the half-cell the hydrogen that is generated at the cathode is 
derived from either the vrater o t the indicator. Since the solution is 
electrically neutral, this expression is true before any Faradays are 
passed through the cell. 
(3) 
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With the passage of current the hydrogen ion concentration decreases in 
the cathode compartment, and the change is eq~al to the number o! Faradaye 
paseed through the cell. The cathode compart.ment still remoins electrically 
neutral due to the migration o! the potassium ion from the salt bridge into 
the compartment. Equation (3) then becomea 
Fara.days passed ~4) 
Since the U;.n-)io proportional to the colorimeter reading, then 
(5) 
where k is en instrument constant, and Rd the reading of the colorimeter. 
Substituting ( 5) in ( 4) and rearranging 
0
-
1 
...... r-::o H-]- "'i-1.,.J Faradays passed = I<. r-ct ...- '-' '-· ( 6) 
From the equations for the equilibrium of an acid-base indicator, end 
tor water, we have 
[H+J(rn-J J<HI~ [HI'l'I] ' and 
[oH"] • l<w /[H+] 
Substituting ( 7) and (8) in ( 6) and eliminating 
/<. Kw [Il{"J _ 
Farads.ya passed = I< t-.l ... Ku,.,, [HI'h) 
Since the CHinJ = [ r"" -J~n&I - rrn-J 
(7) 
(8) 
(9} 
(10) 
equati0n (9) becomes 
Rw 'l<J - K (Reil; t - 'i<a) 
Fara.days pe.ssed = k ~c:I + K rw. -'Rq) wi,.,. 'Rd (ll} 
Ml"'\ ''d~;na,J 
Several points were calcutated with equation (ll) and plotted in 
Figure 10. Fair agreement between the e.x4leriment and calculated values 
is obtained considering the fact that the true KH is not known due to 
In 
the preeence of the alcohol used to solubilize the indicator. 
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TABLE 3 
Thymol Blue Indicator 
Colorimeter Readings and Concentration of Indicator&. 
Concentration ~ of Stock Colorimeter Readings 
ot Indicator Solution pH Acid Form 
(molea/L.) 
2.160 x io-4 100 4.03 9 
i.727 .x io-4 80 4.07 2 
i.618 x io-4 15 (extra value for base form) 
i.~5 x io-4 60 (extra value for ba,se form) 
l.dlo x io-4 50 4.26 3 
o.a 64 x io·4 40 4 • .n 3.5 
0.432 x io·4 20 4.72 3.5 
0.216 x io-4 10 5.23 0 
a • Red tilter, transmission limits 640·700 millimiorons 
pH of the water used for solution is 5.72 
Alcohol concentration constant at 10% by volume 
Base Form 
164 
126 
120 
105 
96 
76 
37 
22 
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TABLE 4 
Thymol Blue Indi ca to r8-
Variation of Colorimeter Reading with Coulombs Passed 
- -- - .. Experimental - - - - - - - - - - - • -
Increments of Total Coulombe Colorimeter 
Coulomb! Pasaed Passe~ Readinge 
x 10 x 10 
9.00 o.oo 3 
5.ao ,5.80 3 
j.~9 ll.60 2 
4.35 15.95 2 
4.35 20.30 30 
2.90 23.20 43 
2.CJO 26.10 54 
2.9-0 29.00 68 
2.90 31.90 78 
.5.80 37.70 91 
7.24 44.94 101 
5.ao 50.74 107 
a.70 59.44 112 
·.a .70 68.14 119 
a - Concentration o t indicator is l.727 x io•4 moles/L. 
Alcohol concentration ie lOi' by volume 
-
Calculatecf -
Total Co~ombs 
Passe~ 
x. 10 
24.7 
.:6 .1 
32.7 
35.5 
41..l 
51.~ 
b -
Red Filter: Transmission lizni ts 640 .. 700 ~llimicrons 
All calculated points based on 17 .2 x lo- coulombs as the initial 
pcint tor the neutralization of the indicator. 
Tb,ymol Blue Indicat.or 
Colorimeter R~ading of Base form of rndic~tor versus 
concentration. 
Red Filter: Tramsmission 
640-700 millimicrons 
0 
.2 ci4 - .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 
Concentration in Holes/L. x io4 
Figure 9 
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(limino-dimcthyl-amino toluphenazin•hydrochloride) 
pH range 6.8 • 8 .o 
red to yellow 
The data for neutral red is presented in Tables$., 6, and i and in 
Figures ll, 12, and 13. Since the color transformation tor neutral red is 
from the red acid form to a yellow baee form, the major color absorbing 
fonn o t the indicator is the Hin molecule that was measured in this analysis. 
In Figure 11, a plot showing the colorimeter readings for the acid and 
alkaline forms versus concentration is given. Thia plot indicates a rela• 
tionship between the colorimeter values end the concentration of neutral red 
tor both the acid and alkaline states. In contrast to the thymol blue sys• 
tem described above, the complete tranemit~ency by either the Hin or the 
Ia- constituent does not occur in this case. With neutral red the base 
form should have been independent of the concentration, hut due to the limi-
tation of the fil tera, complete trsnsmittancy~ wae not obtainable with tbe 
base state. 
This introduces a new angle to the coulometric interpretation of the 
data.. '»bis problem was approached on the assumptions, that (l) the 
colorimeter reading of the acid state ie due to the Hin concentration, 
( 2) the reading o t the base state is due to t.he In concentration, and 
(3) the reading is proportional to the combination of these two effects 
for the region between these two limits. A linear relationship is also 
assumed tor these two effects tor the intermediate region of the neutra-
-37-
lization of the indicator. On these aeaumptions the following equations 
were de1·ived. 
The readings at all times are given by the folloWing equation: 
Rd : Rd I~ + RdM1,,., (12) 
and Rd _ :..f In-~ Rd = {Hin) 
'"'- kl~, HI..,.. k toll,... (13) 
where k 1~ and kH1 .... are the instrument constants for the ~n-]and[Hin ]respectively. 
SincefliinJ=/jIInJ 0 - ~j 
the combination of equation& (12), (13) and (14) yields 
Rd .. ~] + f Hin 1 -= fin·] (Hinr- {jn ~1 
ka_,: kH/""' k 1,.: + It HI,... 
s knia.f!n· ]-k,,,, f1n•J + k,,_ [Hin]° 
k ,,..If. "''-
k,:k,_,,: Rd ... [Inj(kH/,...- k,_ > +- k,_Ui1nJ0 
Lat kH,_ - kl..= k.i, and k 1,..,lCk141 .... = k1 
Th r.I -:J kl Rd k1,,;ffunl • en Lin .,,, k ,. 
Sinceflunj-@1n) = [tnj, and starting with 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
[Hin)°- (Hin] + lHin1 (l8) 
k 1..,., kHI.,,, 
the following relationship is obtained in the same manner a.11 (16): 
(Hin"\ .... k, Rd ~ k u1 .. fHin]° 
J ~ (19) 
Combining equa.tion1 (17) and (19), we have 
[Hin) = _ k 1 Rd - kHln[Hin]° 
(Inl k 1 Rd - k 1,.(Hin1° 
Repeating equation ( 9) where the 
Faradays passed = (1n·J + 
+{.?.O) 
and substituting (1'7) in (~J we have 
Kw n·] 
t(H1" [Hin 
(20) 
Faradeys paesed ::. k, Rd - IE:6._[Hiaj0 _ h ~ ,Rtl - k JHinJ 0 ] 
k K.,, \) 1Rd - k .. , [HinJ) 
" .. ( 20) 
+ K [k,Rd- ktt1i.Win]°J 
HI.,. k ,Rd - k 1 \Jfln]° 
" 
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Theoretical calculations for neutral red based on equation (2l) are given 
in Table p, showing the relationship between these end experimental values • 
.Equation ( 21) is the final expression for an equation for the neutra• 
lization of en indicator exemplified here by neutral red. The influence of 
the Hin after neutralization or the In· be!ore neutralization in the absorp-
tion o! the transmitted light, is never completely eliminated by the filter. 
With all of these acid•bese indicators it would be advantageous to know 
if the electrode processes of oxidation or reduction have any harmful effects 
on the indicator. The possibility of using the indicator repeatedly with en 
electrolytic neutralization from ahe acid to the base form, end from the 
base to the acid form, was inve~tigated. In Figure 13, a graph is given 
showing these subsequent electrolytic processe8 conducted on neutral red. 
It wa• found that neutral red was destructively oxidized at the anode, while 
no harmful reduction effects occurred at the cathode. The colorimeter read-
ing tor the Hin concentration was lowered after each succeesive oxidation 
and reduction, indicating a drop in the concentration of the ab6Srbing Hin 
molecule of the neutral red. 
A Polarogram was taken on a Sargerit-Heyroveky Model XXI polarograph to 
determine it any side reactions were occuring in these acid•base indicator: 
systems in conjunction with the generatiom of hydrogen at the cathode. The 
polarogram indicated that no reactions other than hydrogen liberation existed. 
The stability of these acid•base indicator solution& were studied pro-
gressively with t.he other investigation&. It was found that the stability 
was different tor the various indicators, for example, eolutions ot o-cresol 
red were stable tor a period of three days or more, while neutral red solu-
tions would indicate a, drop after one day. 
TABLE 5 
Neutral Red Imlicato r 
Colorimeter Readings and Concentration o! Indicatora 
Concentration % ot Stock Colorimeter Readings 
ot Indicator Solution Acid Form Base Form 
(moles/L.) 
4.32 x lo-5 100 103 
i.728 x io-5 40 278 51 
8 .64 .x io·6 20 147 28 
4.32 x io-6 10 71 16 
a - Green filter, transmission limits 520·)80 millimicrons 
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TABLE 6 
Neutral Red Indicatora 
Variation o ! Colorimeter Reading with Qou.lon:be Passed 
A B c D 
----------·----- ----------------- ------------------------ ------------------Total Colori- Total Colori- Total Colori- Theo- Total 
Coulombs meter Coulon:ba meter Coulombs meter re ti cal. Coulombs 
Pass~d Reading Pan~ Reading Passe~ Reading Coulombs Passe~ 
x 10 x 10 x 10 Pasaedb x 10 
x 102 
:i.o~oo 900 o.oo 278 o.oo 147 o.oo 
l;i.,50 64.5 2.17 278 0.46 14.5 ;.56 
17.71 jt8 4.34 270 l.10 145 12.30 
20.03 ,510 6.51 260 3.42 14.5 - ., .;~ ·;..·· : 16.72 
22.35 450 8 .68 251 4.87 130 ---- .160 21.36 
25.33 375 l0.85 237 7.04 124 28..32 
a) .oo 31.5 13.02 224 8 .49 119 37.60 
30.67 266 15.19 207 l0.66 113 42.24 
33.34 222 17.36 197 12.83 106 46.88 
36.0l 18.5 19.53 185 15.00 100 ---- .392 
36 .ta 142 21.70 170 17 .17 93 
4l.35 113 23.87 155 19.34 88 
44.02 104 26.04 139 21.95 78 
46.69 ... : 103 2.8 .21 123 24.56 71 
----
.605 
30.38 106 27.17 61 
32.55 90 29.78 51 
34.72 74 32.39 42 
36.89 51 35.00 32 
39.06 53 37 .61 28 
4J..23 51 
A - Concentration of neutral red is 4.32 x 10-'~moles/L. 
B - " • " " " l.728 x io-~ moles/L. 
c - " " • " " 8 .64 x 10-6 moles/L. 
D - " • " " • 4.32 x io-6 moles/L. 
e. --Green filter, tr~illsmiesion limits 520•,580 millirnicrons 
b -- Theoretical number of co\llombe according to equation ( 21) for 
the colorimeter indicated. 
Colori-
meter 
Reading 
71.5 
69.8 
60.o 
55.5 
49.0 
41.0 
24.0 
20.0 
18 
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TABLE 7 
Neutral Red Indica tora 
De•truction of Neutral 1\ed by Electrolytic Oxidation 
Step l Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 
Increasing pH Decreasing pH Increasing pH Decreasing pH 
_____________ ..., _____ ... ________________ 
Coulombs Colori- Coulombs Colori- Coulombs Colori- Coulombs Colori-
Pass~d meter Pass~ meter Passe~ meter Passe~ meter 
x 10 Reading x 10 Reading x 10 Reading x 10 Reading 
20.30 48 l.45 212 17.40 45 
OQOOQ 276 18.85 49 4.35 210 15.95 46 
2.90 2£:8 17.40 51 5.80 204 14.,50 58 
5.ao 263 15.95 63 7 .25 200 13.05 92 
8 .70 250 14.50 98 8 .70 192 ll.60 118 
ll.60 193 13.05 133 10115 170 10.l.5 143 
13.05 159 ll.60 165 ll.60 150 8.70 160 
14.50 111 10.15 182 13.05 101 7 .25 171 
1~95 67 8 .70 200 14.50 71 5.ao 172 
17.40 54 7.25 212 i5.95 49 2.90 172 
20.30 48 4.35 212 17.40 45 o.oo 172 
l.45 212 
The increm~s of coulombs passed through the cell are reported in 
the following fe.ahion. The total number of coulombs is given in 
Step l; in Step 2, the increments are subtracted from the total passed 
in Step l; in Step 3, the increments are added to the remainder ot 
Step 2i anda:;~e increments are subtracted from the total in Step 3. 
Green filter, transmission limits 520-580 millimicrons 
~ 
I 
10 
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ALIZARIN YEU.OW R 
(Sodium salt o! p•nitranilineazoealicyclic acid) 
pH range 10.l - ll.l 
yellow to lilac 
An investigation was conducted with l;llizarin yellow R to determine 
the conformance of indicators in the high pH range to this coulometric 
method of analysis. 'l'he data for this indicator is given in Table 8 and 
Figure 14. AltrJOugh alizari.n yellow produced the typical indicator 
curve, ~ts sensitivity was not good due to a slow break on the base side 
of the neutralization curve. 
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TABLE 8 
ALIZARIN YELLOW R INDICA'J:ORa 
Variation of Colorimeter Reading with Coulombs Passed 
A B c D 
-----------------
__ ... _____________ 
_ _______ ... _______ 
-----------------Total Colori• Total Colori- Total Colori• Total Colori-
Coulomb• meter Coulombs meter Coulombe meter Coulombs meter 
PaBS~d Reading Passe~ Reading Passed Reading Passe~ Reading 
x 10 x 10 x. io2 x 10 
o.oo 80 o.oo 47 o.oo 10 o.oo a.a 5.ao 106 5.ao 46 5.80 10 5.ao 10.,5 ll.60 148 ll.60 49 12.56 17 
i5.95 l80 18.8~ 79 l8 .36 26 14.50 14.0 
21.75 222 23.67 98 27.06 40 20.30 17.5 
27.55 262 28 .02 126 35.76 55 30.93 22.5 
34.65 307 32.37 146 44.46 70 40.59 27.0 
40.45 330 36.72 152 53.16 84 ;7.98 34.0 
49.15 364 42.,52 173 61.86 98 82.61 46.5 
66.05 398 48 .32 200 70.56 110 98 .55 51.5 
83.44 4l5 55.56 216 79.26 120 113.04 57.0 
64.26 234 96.65 139 
72.96 248 114.04 155 
8l.i66 254 134.33 172 
87.46 254 i48 .a2 182 
177 .ao 199 
2Q0.98 199 
A - Concentration 5 .98 x lo-4 molea/L. 
B - " 3.53 x 10-4 molee/L. 
C - " S .98 x 10-~ molee/L. 
D " 1.19 x 10-.., IIOles/L. 
a -- Green filter, transmission limi ta 520-58 O millimicrons 
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O•CRESOL RED (o•cresolsul!onephthalein) !A !;~ 
11,C ~CJ) <!{, pH range 7.0 to 8.8 
yellow to red 
0.-so,0 
A Hrie11 o t curve11 W'ere obtained W'ith o•ere11ol red which did not 
tit either o! the two previous possibilities tor the relationships 
between the colorimeter reading and the concentration ot the indicator 
as illuetrated by thymol blue and neutral red. The data !or this in• 
dicator i• given in Tables$ end~ and Figure• 15 and 16. Since o-cresol 
red changes from yellow to red in an acid to baH neutralization, the 
concentration should be proportional to the red base form o t the indica• 
tor only in the ideal situation. It W'as fou.nd that the colorimeter read-
ing was related to the concentration of the indicator with the acid form 
in a manner •imilar to that exsnplified by neutral red. The colorimeter 
readillg& for the base form of the indicator were not related to the con• 
contration in any previoualy known manner, instead a steep curve with a 
limit was obtained. A aimile.r shaped curve with a limit was obtained 
with variations in the alcohol concentration used to dissolve the indi-
cator. It should be also pointed out here that the concentration curve 
of the acid form is not perfectly linear, but a slight curvature exists 
in the upper portion or the curve. 
An explanation tor these deviation• was sought in the chemical 
structure of tbe compound given below;30 
30. "Acid•Basa Indica.tor" Kolthoff, I. M., and Rosenblum, c., 
The MacMillan Company, New York, N. y. 
One possible explanation tor the limiting portion o t the curve 
for o-cresol red may be the formation of the strong alkaline form of the 
indicator aa given above. Sulfonephthaleings exhibit a property similar 
to phenolphthalein in that they are decolorized by an exce111e o t alkali. 
This equilibrium ot the colorless strong alkaline form of the indica-
tor mJy aptly explain the anomaly o t the limiting value tor the alka-
line form o t the indicator. 
Another possibility for the explanation of the limit of the curve 
may ~ie in the instrument. The barrier cells of the colorimeter may 
not be sensitive enough to detect any further difference in this low 
transmission range. 
An explanation tor the curvature of the cilorimeter readings with 
the acid form of the indicator is the association of the indicator with 
itself. 
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TABLE 9 
o•Croeol Red Indicator 
Colorimeter Readings and Concentration of Indicatorll 
Concentration ~ of Stock Colorimeter Readings 
of Indicator Solution pH Acid Forms Base Forms 
(moles/L.) 
4.15 x io-4 100 3.70 164 377 
3.32 x io·4 80 3.80 144 377 
2.08 x io-4 50 4.02 101 370 
l.66 ~ 10-4 40 4.15 a3.o 358 
o. 830 x io·4 20 4.45 45.5 338 
0.415 x io·4 10 4.85 25.5 274 
a - Green filter, transmission limite 520-580 millimicrons 
Alcohol concentraton constant at 10~ bJ volume. 
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TABLE 10 
o·Creaol Red lndicatoi& 
Variation of Colorimeter Readings with Coulombs Pa&Bed 
A • 
B. c. 
Total Colori- Total Colori- Total Colori-
Coulombs meter Coulombs meter Coulombs meter 
Pass!d Reading PaBBed Reading Pasao~ Reading 
lt 10 x io2 x lO 
o.oo 25.5 o.oo 45.5 o.oo 83 
5.ao 2s.5 5.80 45.5 5.ao 80 
11.60 55 ll.83 81 11.60 80 
14.,50 109 14.73 139 17.40 124 
15.95 143 l?.63 227 20.30 203 
18.85 188 20.53 ~4 23.20 277 
21.75 220 23.43 318 26.10 3~ 
24.65 238 26.33 334 31·90 358 
30.455 252 32.13 3~ 40.59 358 
36.2.5 264 43.73 338 
47.85 274 
59.45 274 
a - Green filter, transmission limits 520•'80 millimicrons 
Alcohol concentration constant at 10% by vol\'llDe . 
A - Concentration 0.415 x lo:: molee/L. 
B - • 0.830 x 10 moles/L. 
C • • l.66 x io·4 moles/L. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
l. For the desired range of operation from 0.01 to l coulombe, the 
reactions for the firat two procea91:5that were inve1tigated were not sensi-
tive enough. Botht-: the 'bxidation-reduction process", illustrated by the 
reduction of potaesium permanganate, end the "alteration ot eolute" proceas, 
illustrated by the diasolution of copper operated most favorably from l 
coulomb and above. 
2. Coulometri:c measurements within the desire range are possible with 
the "alteration o! BOlvent." procees, exemplified by the pH change of water 
a• measured by the acid•baee indicator method. 
3. For the practical application of the acid-base indicator system, a 
brief standardization curve for the neutralization o! the indicator should 
be performed. Each solution ie st.able !or 8i least a day and maybe longer 
depending on the indicator employed. 
4. The pH of the indicator solutions ehould be increased electrolytically 
to the loweet acid•!orm concentra.tion on the steepest. portion of the neu• 
tralization curve. In this region the system ie mo)lst sensitive and the 
curve ia linear. 
5. All readings of the coulometer should be take as soon as possible with 
the stirrer removed after each experiment. The highly unbuffered solution 
of the indicator ii sueceptible to the C02 in the air and other contaminants. 
'l'he indicator can be expected, however, to be conetant for ten minut91 or 
more in its moat aeneitiva portion of neutralization 
6. , • J'rom the etandpoint ot m&Jfimum color change per quantity of electricity, 
o•cresol red is the moat favorable indicator. 
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SUMMARY 
l. All three possible reactions !or a colorimetric coulometer were 
inveetigated. 
2. The ayatems o! sodium 2,6 dicblorobenzene-one indophenol1 barium 
diphenyl amine sulfonic acid, potassium dichromate, and potassium perman-
ganate were studied as "oxidation•reduction" proceues. 'Jhe potaHium 
permanganate waa the beat example, operating at an et!iciency of about 
loo% in the range of l to 5 coulombs. 
3. The ay1tems o! cblorine·-otolidine, end copper•triethanolemine were 
studied ae "alteration of solute• processes. The dissolution of copper to 
a triethsnolamine complex was the best reaction investigated for an "alter• 
ot solute" proceas with an efficiency of approximately loo% in the range 
of l to 10 coulombs. 
4. The pB change ot water was the process atudied in the "alteration of 
eolvent• process. Several pH indicators including thymo• blue, neutral 
red, alizerin yellow R, aJ1d o•creaol red, were studied and the~experimental 
relation1hip1 between the acid end base forms versua concentration were 
obtained. The theoretical equations were derived for the relationship 
between the colorimeter reading• and the number ot coulombs passed. These 
acid-base indicator aystElllle permit measurements in the range of 0.01 to 1.0 
coulombs. 
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